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EFFECT OF VALVE PORT GAS INERTIA ON VALVE DYNAMICS - PART It SIMULATION OF A POPPET VALVE 
ABSTRACT 
T. J. Trella, U.S. Department 
of Transportation, Transporta-
tion Systems Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 
and 
A theoretical model was developed of the 
nonlinear dynamic response of a reciproca-ting air compressor discharge valve system considering unsteady flow. It constitutes an extension of previous modeling proce-dures where the flow was considered in a quasi steady manner. The most simplified valve system was used which coDsists of a mechanical spring loaded circular disc 
valve centered over a single circular ori-fice. Cotipled unsteady nonlinear flow and disc valve motion equations were developed by treating the flow by a sequence of finite control volumes. Unsteady contimity and momentum equations were written for 
each control volume. The flow in the ori-fice, valve passage and piston cylinder was modeled as compressible. Contraction 
coefficients were incorporated to account for s~reamllne effects. The Kirchoff con-traction coefficient was assumed in the orifice area, while the entrance and exit discharge coefficients in the disc valve passage are assumed from experimental flow-force data. Viscosity was included between the disc valve and seat. 
INTRODUCTION 
The popular assumption in mathematically 
modeling reciprocating air compressors, is the use of quasi steady flow theory REF. (1-J). In general, this approach assumes that the influence of the motion of the fluid stream is uncoupled from the dynamics of the valve element. The flow through the valve passage is treated in terms of a se-quence of steady state processes. Usually the introduction of experimental data, or in the case of simple valve geometry, ex-plicit expressions for the steady state flow and valve lift force, is required, As such, the interaction between the flow and the valve element which occurs due to the feedback motion of the valve element is 
neglected. In the most recent application of quasi steady flow theory to the model-ing of the dynamic behavior of discharge and suction valves REF. (!.j.), a comparison 
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with measured suction valve motion makes 
one suspect that it is important to in-clude unsteady flow in certain cases. 
To demonstrate this, the most simple dis-charge valve geometry was considered which consists of a spring loaded disc valve element situated over a single square-edge circular orifice FIG.(l). The flow of air through the discharge valve js pro-duced by a reciprocating piston driven by a connecting rod and crank arm mechanism. 
In modeling the system, unsteady flow was considered, incorporating the inertia of the gas in the valve passage. The unsteady conservation of mass and momentum laws 
were developed which relied on a lumped parameterization procedure utilizing finite fluid elements to predirt the dynamic res-ponse of the flow. Thi~ procedure was previously used successfully to predict the sound radiated from a reciprocating corn-pressor orifice without the valve element REF.(5) and the nonlinear response of a pneumatic-mechanical system REF.(6). Four elements were chosen FIG.(2). The first two fluid elements were located in the pis-tor.- cyJ.inder chamber and circular orifice 
section and the latter two flu5.d elements between the spring loaded disc valve and the seat. Compressibility was included by thermodynamically modeling the flow as adiabatic. Viscosity was included in the disc valve passage, This modeling pro-cedure also required a set of contraction coefficients for streamline effects. A contraction coefficient was assumed in the orifice section. Contraction coefficients at the entrance and exit section of the disc valve were determined from measured static discharge and lift force coefficient data. The finite fluid elements weFe 
coupled together by the mass and momentum flux and the thermodynamic pressur·es across adjacent control surfaces. The equation of motion of the mechanical spring loaded disc valve element was coupled to the flow by the stagnation pressure. 
In the following, the resulting equations 
are presented to predict the coupled flow 
and valve response from a reciprocating air 
compressor discharge valve system. Al-
though this development was carried out 
specifically for a discharge valve system, 
it is possible to examine the behavior of 
suction valves with this model; This can 
be accomplished under certain restrictive 
conditions which permit the discharge valve 
response to bear some similarity to that of 
a suction valve. · 
THEORETICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The theoretical ·modeling of the coupled 
flow valve response in an air compressor 
requires the application of the laws of 
fluid dynamics and a.descrtpti9rt of the 
flow pattern associated.. w~th tlie motion of 
the valve element. In most instances, 
these laws are written in the field form 
which requires both temperal and spatial 
~valuation of the system to be modeled~ A 
f~rst modeling procedure woufd be, of 
course, a revised,quasi steady approach 
which would include provisions for unsteady 
flow. Such a technique would require the 
addition of unsteady flow and force co-
efficients which may be deduced from exper-
iments or theory. However~ a direct eva+-u~tion of these coefficients roay,give rise 
to many new classes of uns~eady flow prob-
lems which would P.erhaps necesstt~te a 
special theoretical system coupled with ex-
perimental data. Thus, at this time, as a 
first approximation, a time integration . 
treating the fluid dynamic variables in a 
spatially lumped manner was considered. 
The technique of lumped parameterization of 
the fluid dynamic variables considers cQn-
trol volumes of fluid and assumes that the 
fluid properties are distributed in some 
spatial fashion at any instant of time. 
For the study presented here, four control 
voXumes were considered FIG.(2) which in-
clude the piston-cylinde~ r~gion, orifice 
region, orifice-disc-valve region; and the 
disc valve-seat region. Within each con-
trol volume, density, pressure and velocity 
distributions were assigned. Assuming high 
Reynolds number flow, square velocity and 
pressure profiles were assigned on each 
control surface and a static discharge 
pressure at the exit of the disc valve~ 
The velocity through the disc valve_passage 
was assumed to be at all time subcritical (this was checked during computation) and 
the flow was assumed to remain parallel t0 
the disc valve element at_the exit plane. 
A reduction in flow area due to separation 
was also assumed in each control volume by 
assigning contraction coeffic~ents for 
various flow conditions-in the valve 
passages. These contraction coefficients 
were used under the assumption th~t the 
flow pattern in the vicinity of the valve 
and orifice sections does not change_ 
appreciably from the static flow patterns 
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during the dynamic response of the disc 
valve element. For most compressor 
~ystems, th~ mechanical valve veJocity can 
be assumed to be much smaller in magnitnde 
thari the velocity of t)1e fluid stream 
parallel to the valve disc. It was further 
assumed that the mass of the air behind 
the disc valve and the turbulent jet mixing 
region exterior to the disc valve do not 
significantly influence the dynamic res-
pcnse of the mechanical disc valve system. 
The valve dynamic equation is obtained 
from the fre~ pody diagram pf FIG.(J). 
The force component ~ is a spring preset 
force. which is typically zero fcir a·;to-
matic reed valves but was considered in 
the model for completeness. The possibil-
ity of ryaving an external viscous damper 
on the valve was also included; The 
governing ~quation is 
<AybPy) ii + Ch 4. K h :; F<.b- Fd 
Ih the followirig.the f9rcirtg fu~ction 
was.obtained by applying the continuity 
equation 
f oP/ot dV + ~ i:if. fi ii$ ::: c) 
a~ the momentum equation 







Various unsteady flow expressions are pre-
sented below-where the integral form of the 
continuity and momentum equations, EQS 2 
and J; are applied to each of the control 
volumes,enabling us to calculate the 
time aependent pressures acting on the 
disc valve(REF. ( 7)). 
Control Volume V0 
Cor.trol volume V0 was chosen in the inter-ior of the piston cylinder cavity. With 
the p~ston instantaneously.transmitting 
a pressure 1»0 across area Ao a.nd the wall 
adjacent to the orifice reacting with a 
pressure p0 , the orifice entrance velocity v 1 becomes, when the continuity 
equation is applied, 
4 
A contraction co~fticie~i was used to 
account for the reduction in flow area 
in the orjfice. This flow 
area is defined as 
{ 
Ap ( disch~rge flow) 
AI:::: . 5 
, Cc~P (suction flow) 
c,was assumed to be 0.611. 
The velocity an infinitesimal distance from the orifice becomes, from EQ.(2), assuming. the flow to be incompressible in this 
region, 
6 
Next, consider the.momentum equation, neg-lecting viscosity and gravity, and by 
assuming a linear spatial distribution of velocity at any instant of time in the pis-ton cylinder region and by applying the mean value theorem to the volume integral, the expression for the time rate of change of velocity at the entrance of the orifice becomes 
v1; (P0 A0 v111 + p 0A0 v111 - p1 v1 A1);( PJA 1) 7 where 
' ·. -
¥111 = { Po('ftvm)/2l~oiA0 +(Po- ~)Al 
-P.VjiYtl/'t- Po(vll. +"Jn)/2Vo-Po ~oi2Vo v<PoVo/2J The absolute magnitude of the velocity nota-tion accounts for the direction of flow. 
The volume in the cylinder, Vo , varies in time as 
Yo? { ~(1+(2ntt})/2+L,{1- . 8 
_ . V{ 1-(L/(2L1))2 sin1(2ntt>)}}~o +Vcr 
Here L and L1 are the piston stroke and connecting rod length respectively. The piston velocity, Yo , is 
9 
Control Volume V1 
A uniform density distribution is assumed in the interior of control volume 1 and a contracti.on coefficient, Cc == 0.611, is applied to modify the effective flbw area of the orifice. The average velocity in the orific8 section is assumed to be (v1 + v11 )/21 • Applying the continuity and momentum equation, the exit orifice V810C'ity and its time rate of change is 
10 
The velocity Y21 and the rate of change of velocity ~2 at the control volumes inter-face--become, when an infinitesimal control volume is considered, 
v21= ~Y2/P1 
V2 = <P1 V21 + p1v21 
Control Volume V2 
12 
JJ 
Control volume 2 consists of the cylindri-
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cal region bounded by the mechanical valve and the exit of the square edge orifice. The diameter of this cylindrical region was chosen to correspond to the location of the minimum value of the radial pressure distribution between the valve disc and the valve seat for small valve positions. The prediction of the minimum pressure loca-tion and the role it plays on the dis-
charge coefficient has been studied by 
many investigators REF.(8,9,10). A sketch of the separation streamline is shown in FIG.(2). This separation streamline may 
reattach to the seat of the valve, The reattachment depends on the static dis-placement of the valve and the pressure difference between the orifice and exit plane of the mechanical disc valve. A 
contraction coefficient CCJ was specified at the minimum pressure location. 
A uniform density, P2 was assumed in control'volume 2, with uniform pressure distributions assumed at the fluid elements control surfaces. See FIG.()), Square velocity profiles were also assumed with the flow being subcritical at all times. Thro radial velocity v3 at the interface cf control volumes 2 and J was assumed to be parallel to the disc valve and dis-tributed uniformly on an area equal to A3f = 11'd1<h +ho)ICCJ . The pressures P21 and P2 were assumed to act on the disc va;Lve and the exit of the circular orifice, while pressure P3 was assumed to act uniformly on the circvmferential area 1rd1(h+h0 l 
For-the pressure and velocity profiles 
assumed above on each control sur~ace and the uniform density distribution in the interior of the control volume, the c cm-tinuity equation was used to define this velocity at the minimum pressure location. 
v3=<pzY].A2-- Pz"J(h-+hol- p2Air 
14 · - ~Ai h + h0 ))/( P3 A3tJ 
Here A3: ll'd?/4 represents the cylin-drical cross section of an area of fluid adjacent to the mechanical disc valve ele-ment. 
To determine the rate of changes cf veloc-ity at the minimum pressure location and the stagnation pressure acting or. the disc valve, ~onsider the momentum equation. For tte case when radial symmetric :flow is assumed between the disc valve and seat, two components of the momentum equation were evaluated. Consider the X -component. Def!riining.the average velocity components by Yx =. (V2 + h)t 2 in the reg ion be-tween the exit of the orifice and mechan-ical disc valve bounded by the contracted flow area of the orifiOJe and V.c = h/2 in the remaining annulus r·egion between the separated flow in the ofifice region and minimum pressure location, the ex-pression for the stagnation pres sure P21 . 
becomes 
~ = -- {~UV:z+h)/2A2 t- h(~-A2)/2}(h+h0J 
+ /lliAJ(h+h0) + P2I(V2+hJA212. + ti (AJ-~)/2 
l<h+ h0 l- ~V2IV2IA2 + f1<!V2+hlA2/2+ 
h(A3-A2);~1~1))/A3 + J7 15 
Next, consider the radial component of the 
momentum equation. Due to the symmetry of 
flow, a pla.ne was passed through the dia-
meter of the cylindrical control volum and 
a momentum balance was made. Th~ stagna-
ti~m pressure P21 was assumed uniformly dis-
trlbuted over the plane splitting the cylin-
der. An arbitrary velocity distribution 
was assumed in the radial direction to 
account for diffusion from which a mean 
radial velocity was computed and distri-
buted uniformly in the control volume. 
Since the fluid dynamic forces perpendicular 
to the plane splitting the cylindrical 
region are of interest, the radial velocity 
components were transformed to the original 
Ca.rtesi~n coordina'tlil system. The following 
express1on for the time rate of change of 
velocity is 
V31 ={P21 A2f + P2(A1f.:..A2f)-p3A1f- ~V3IV3IA2f 
2 • 2 
-( P2d1 ( h + ho)CCJ/4 +eel dtJh+ho) A /4 
• 2 2 16 
+ CC3 p2d,(h+holdtl4 +CC3P2dth!4)V31 ... 
Jn(Cosh< i });[i TarhiTI}I (CCJP2 in{Cosh~i)}/ 
• . 2 . [ J Tanh(J Dc:J1 ( h+ho)/4] 
~nd thB time rate of change of velocityv3 1s obtained by differentiating the veloc1ty 
expression obtained when an infinitesimal 
control volume i's c,onsidered. 
v3 =c~v31 +v),f.\ - 1>3v3)/p2 11 
QQ.u.!;rol Volume V3 
Control volume J consists of an annular 
region bounded by the disc valve and valve 
seat. The inside iiameter of the annular 
zone is designated by d1 and the outside 
diameter by dp . See Figure ( 2), A con-
traction coe~ficient,CC4 , is introduced 
at the exit of the disc valve to account 
for flow separation. Square velocity and 
pressure profiles were snecified on each 
control surface with the.velocity at the 
entrance and exit if the disc valve passage 
assumed parallel to the disc valve at all 
tim~e. It is assumed tha ~ Pj acts on the 
sur! ace of the anr,ulus adJacent to the 
seat. ~ acts on the exterior surface 
of ~he annular control volume with a stag-
natlon pressure Pu , acting on the disc 
valve ~~ifofmly distribu~d over an area 
A4= nc.dp - dt]t4 • The flow 
areas A3f and A4f correspond to the 
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entrance and discharge section respectively. 
Lastly, ~ uni f?rm m~ss density I?J was 
assumed 1n the 1nter1or section an i:i the 
flow was assumed to be radially ,symmetric. 
By applying the above assumption and 
mean value theorem to the continuity 
equation, the expression for the disc 
exit velocity was determined to be 





Next consider the radial component of the 
momentum integral. Unlike previous 
assumptions which were applied to the 
control volumes, the effect of viscosity 
was included between the disc valve and 
its seat by considering a parabolic 
velocity distribution. By assuming a 
radial distribution of velocity in the 
contr?l volume, the rate of change of 
veloc1ty for flow in the region 
bounded by the free siream line and disc 
valve be,comes · -
v41 = { P.J ~ Jv.j Alf - ~ V41 V41'Ltt - ( pd - PJ)AlP 
-<{8.u/(b+h0> +.C"cliP:J +<h +h0)PjC~}~ 
+<.b+ho>~~4cc + Cc<h+h.,>P.JA4 )<< V41 -vl 19 
).A3,A4 - ll<lin<dpld1 » :t-v4f>)/7T + (h+hifPJ 
1\thrCc<-AfA.j- 11<Un<d 11tdl>»vl - <b+hQ>PJ 
""')!" 'fr <. v4i -YJ ><A3/ A4.- A]~/ A4 - ·112 <in< 
dp/d 1 >;ti1!!'~ }'{ <h+hc)>~A4 17T<AJ'\cl'<fn<d~ 
~>)+ I)CcJ 
where Cc =(~C3 + CC4>/ 2.0 ·and ·the 
projected pressure and flow areas are 
equal to !llJl = dp< h + ho > and . 
A4p = A311 CC4 - • The velocity at 
~ in1initesmal distance from the exit of 
the disc valve v4 and the time ra.te of' 
change of velocity, v 4 , a.t the disc 
valves exit become respectively 
v41 = v4 ~ I pl 20 
v 4 = < PJ v41 + PJ ,;41 >I Pd 21 
The expression for the stagnation pressure 
P31 , is obtained from the x-component 
of ~~ momentum equa~ion. When an average 
veloc1ty vx= h/2 is assumed in 
the annular control valve, the stagnation 
pressure becomes 
The unsteady flow force F<t> is finally de-duced by combining EQ 1 S (15) and (22) 
23 
SUMMARY OF FLOW-VALVE RESPONSE EQUATIONS 
The time histories of the system of equa-tions were obtained by using the Runge-Kutta numerieal integration technique. The pressures are eliminated when an adia-batic process is assumed, thus leaving nine 
unknowns. 
where o= 1,2,J,4 
and r=l-4 24 
The unknown of the system includes (.P, P, • P2PJ~ h1 Vt· v~, v3 1 v4 ) .. · Since the fluid velocit1es and their ti~e derivatives, Table I, are functions of density and de-
rivattves, v~ pIp > and v~ p ·P) yhe equations resulting from the continuity balance can be time differentiated thus 
eliminating the dependency on the velocity. 
TABLE 1 
VIEquation (4) 
v2 Equation ( 10) 
v3 Equation ( 14) } continuity balance 
v4Equation ( 18) 
VI Equation ( 7) 
lf2Equation ( lJ) } momentum balance 
v3Equation (17) 
V4Equation ( 21) 
h <Pll' PJ1)Eguation ( l) force balance 
The expressions for the twice time diff-erentiated densities can be found in REF.(?), pages 109-110. Final second-order-nonlinear ordinary differential 
equabons of the form 
/J'n . • . . ii .=f<Pn•Pn~Yn·Yn~v0 .vo•h•h> n=lo2•3 1 4 
25 
were numerically integrated to describe the nonlinear dynamic response of a reci-procatin~ and compressor discharee valve system. 
NOMENCLATURE 
The following nomenclature will apply un-less otherwise stated. 
A0 piston surface area Aporifice cross sectional area Aydisc valve surface area At orifice entrance flow area 42orifice exit flow area 
A3fluid control volume III. Surface 
area adjacent to disc valve A4fluid control volume IV. Surface 
__..,.. arm adjacent to disc valve. B cody force vector Cc orifice contraction coefficient 
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eel disc valve entrance contraction 
coefficient 
cc4 elise valve exit contraction coef-ficient 
c1 lift force coefficient d orifice diamter 
dp disc valve diameter 0 piston diameter 
.!J. diameter of control volume III F external force vector 
f pistons fundamental rotational speed Ftt; disc valve dynamic force ~ pres~ure force on back side of disc 
valve 
A3f disc valve entrance flow area A4t disc valve exit flow area h disc valve displacement h0 disc valve. static displacement k mechanical disc valve spring constant l piston stroke 
~ connecting rod length 
n normal vector 
p cylinder pressure 
~ discharge pressure 
~ pressure in fluid c.ontrol volume 1 t'2 pressure in fluid control volume 2 P3 pressure in fluid control volume J S control surface 
t time 
~I piston clearance volume Vo piston cylinder volume 
V(t) deforming control volume V velocity vector 
Yp piston velocity 
~ velocity input at the bottom end of the piston cavity 
v1 orifice velocity 
v2 orifice exit velocity across control Yolume 2 
Y3 valve entrance velocity across 
control volume 3 
Y4 valve exit velocity across control 
volume 3 
v11 orifice entrance velocity across 
control volume 2 due to change in density 
~2 orifice exit velocity across control 
volume 2 due to cha~ge in density 
"31 valve entrance velocity across 
control volume J due to change in density 
v41 valve exit velocity across control 
volume J due to change in density 
vulvelocity across control volume due to change in density and area Y isentropic gas constant ~ viscosity coefficient 
P piston cylinder flu~d mass density, 
control volume 
PI orifice fluid mass density, control 
volume 2 
P2 fluid density in control volume 2 P3 fluid density in control volume 3 8 crank angle rotation, degrees tWlt time derivative " 
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